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DHESION AND RUST RESISTANCE

T^ OR nearly 24 years this company has devoted its energy and

resources exclusively to the study and development of economi-

cal and effective rust prevention for iron and steel products.

Bonderizing is a modern development, designed to keep step

with fast moving industries. Its purpose is to provide a rust

inhibiting paint base that can be produced quickly and easily,

and at the same time assure more positive adhesion and durability

of applied finishes on iron, steel or zinc surfaces.

Since its introduction in 1929, Bonderizing has found its way

into the finishing systems of hundreds of the largest manufac-

turing plants in the world, where the products require the greatest

measure of protection and finish beauty. It is a tried and proven

process that has attained world-wide acceptance.
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Parker Offices and Laboratories in Detroit, devoted exclusively to Rust- Proofing Problems.



,VHY BONDERIZING PROTECTS

"VVTHILE some protective methods involve the

application of either paint or some more

stable metal to the steel surface, Bonderizing is a

chemical treatment in which the surface of steel is

by chemical reaction converted to a protective coat-

ing. In other words, the process entails actual chemi-

cal reaction between the metal and the Bonderizing

chemicals, whereby the surface is changed into a

composition that is insoluble in water and hence

highly resistant to the effects of moisture.

The crystalline coating produced provides the best

type of base for paint finishes and being integral

with the metal itself, it assures greater adhesion than

any other available known type of finish.

The Bonderizing Process is not only used more

extensively on sheet metal units requiring a type

of finish that will provide a high degree of rust

resistance and maintain fine appearance over a period

of years, but is now so improved as to widen its scope

of effectiveness to include hot rolled steel, zinc coated

surfaces, and zinc base die castings. Important Bon-

derizing applications include automobile bodies,

wheels, fenders and hoods, as well as refrigerators,

sterilizing and medicine cabinets and numberless

other products of similar character as well as window

sash and galvanized sheet steel.

The difficulty of maintaining paint finishes is due

to three main causes: Corrosion of the underlying

metal, lack of adhesion of the paint film to the metal,

and the durability of the organic paint film itself.

It was to overcome the first two of these difficulties

of finish maintenance that Bonderizing was de-

veloped.

The result obtained by Bonderizing is a chemical

conversion of the metallic surface to a non-metallic

Photomicrograph of a piece of plain, polished
sheet steel. Photo enlargement 100 times There

satisfactory foothold here for a paint finish



METAL SURFACES AND PROVIDES

A BETTER FINISH BASE

phosphate coating composed of millions of micro-

scopic crystals, integral with the metal, and as such

has greater adherence than any other known protec-

tive coating, Being insoluble in water, this coating

effectively retards corrosion, resulting from the small

amount of moisture that may penetrate the paint

film. It also provides a foothold for the paint, which

retards flaking and peeling. The finishing material

flows into the interstices between the fine crystals

and, when dry, is securely anchored to the metal.

There is no distortion nor dimensional change result-

ing from the Bonderite Process.

Bonderizing eliminates, so far as possible, the

human element in obtaining a satisfactory surface

for painting. It not only provides for better ad-

hesion and durability of finishes applied over it, but

provides a check on cleaning operations as well. It

removes the last traces of grease or drawing com-

pounds, neutralizes any residual alkali or surface

rust remaining on the work, and eliminates hand

marks that may have accumulated prior to pro-

cessing.

More than that, should the paint film be scratched

or dented so that bare metal is exposed, the Bon-

derite coating retards the spread of rust and the

development of alkali through electro-chemical ac-

tivity around the injury. It is a non-conductor of

electrical currents, affording protection from electro-

chemical corrosion of the metal. Should the paint

film become scratched or damaged in any way, rust

will be confined to the damaged area.

1
Bonderizing under

the paint finish re-

tards the spread of

rust around accidental

abrasion. Rust will not

creep back under the

paint film, damaging a

wider area.



WHY THE BONDERITE COATING
RETARDS THE SPREAD OF RUST

ONE theory of the cause of rust is the chemical

action resulting from electrolysis, but whether

or not one accepts the electro-chemical theory of cor-

rosion, laboratory research has established the fact

that, in addition to the visible accumulation of rust

in the actual abrasion, the dissolving iron or steel

develops an alkali which creeps back between the

metal and applied finish, destroying the adhesion

an ever-widening area.

s is demonstrated experimentally by placing a

I panel in agar agar to which has been added

^sium ferricvanide and phenolphthalein, to test

n and alkali, respectively. Any piece of

steel will develop electro-positive and electro-

One cm never all before testing just where these

O-negative and electro-positive areas will occur,

but we have never tailed to get a strong test for

us iron at one area and a strong test for hydroxy]

ion. or alkali, at the other. However, these areas will

iied in the agar agar, a blue color showing

v\ here the ferrous iron dissolves and strong pink

ihowing where the alkali develops.

Incidentally, this test also indicates a type of clean-

in- that should be avoided in preparin ^ iron or steel

for paint finishes. It is found that hare steel panels

that \\a\l- been treated with anv kind of acid before

Subjecting theni to this test show a much greater

concentration of alkali than those that have not been

so treated This mav seem strange at first, but w hen

one realizes that the amount of hvdroxyl ion that

will migrate to the electro-positive area depends on
tic amount of iron that dissolves from the electro-

tivt area, and that anv pickling effect will cause-

iron to dissolve more rapidly, this statement does not

seem so strange. It i^ well known that anv pickle

will c.iusc iron to corrode more rapidlv. and it is

proven bv tests on panels that have been treated with

phosphoric acid and placed in the

medium that almost instantly a blue color appears

in the agar agar due to the solution of the iron.

It usually takes longer for the pink to show up

because the hydroxyl ion must first neutralize the

hydrogen ion from the acid present on the panel,

but when this neutralization once has taken place,

the phenolphthalein indicator turns decidedly red

very quickly. The fact that enough hydroxyl ion will

concentrate at an electro-positive area to neutralize

so much free acid gives some idea of how important

the formation of alkali is from a paint standpoint.

With this knowledge of what actually takes place

under the paint film when applied to steel, obviously

something besides efficient cleaning and high-quality

paint is necessary to fix the coating and prevent

premature failure.

Bonderizing before finishing will stop the spread

of rust and alkali underneath the paint film, even

w hen the paint film is scratched sufficiently to allow

corrosion to take place. And, in proof of this, if a

Bonderized panel is placed in the same agar

medium referred to above, we get practically no test

for ferrous iron and none for alkali.

The Bonderite coating is an insulator and conse-

quently stops the flow of small electrical currem

that the alkali does not migrate to the electro

positive areas, and does not become sufficient!) 0011

centrated to cause paint failures

It is certain that even though rust will cause lack

of adhesion to a paint film, the alkali formed as a

result of corrosion is much more pern icious and

I much greater lack of adhesion in paint than

the rust itself

derite not onl\ prevents the development of

alkali under the finish, which might be caused bj

lit) of the paint him. but avoids the possible

loose-rung of the finish b\ vibration or shock

JOIN THE WAR AGAINST RUST



Figure 1 is a photograph of a plain, untreated

steel panel carrying two coats of baked enamel,

pricked and subjected to 228 hours in the salt

spray. Light areas show where alkali has de-

stroyed the paint film surrounding rusted

abrasion.

Figure 2 is a Bonderized steel panel with two
coats of baked enamel, pricked and subjected
to 228 hours in the salt spray. Slight rust ap-
pears where metal was exposed, but no spread-
ing of corrosion or alkali to surrounding area

has taken place.

Figure 3 is a reproduction of four-color photo-

graph of plain, untreated steel sample tested in

agar agar medium. Blue areas indicate dissolv-

ferrous iron. The pink area shows the

development of alkali.
mg

Figure 4 is a reproduction of four-color photo-
graph of a Bonderized sample tested in same
agar agar medium as Figure 3- No reaction
for dissolving iron or alkali development is

apparent.

BONDERIZING FOR PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT



Showing the simple tank arrangement for Bonderizing, Tanks numbered

1, 2 and 3 provide for Bonderizing, clear water rinse and acidified rinse

THE
APPLICATION OF
BONDERIZING PROCESS

' I
HHE Bonderizing Process may be applied in

A either one of tu spending upon the t\ pe

of product to be treated and the amount of produc-

to be handled daily. The) differ onl) in the type

I Qdamentally, and for all

tical purposes the chemical reaction, eating
produced and rust-proofing results are the same. The

!
" n " ,M " iron, steel, zinc and cad-

mium surf

1 lu
I methods of applying Bonder-

Immersion and nieth.inK.il Spraying. The
Parker technical stall not onlj recommends the type
of installation best Mined to the manufacturer's

requirements, mil designs and suppl.es blue prion
for the entire installation.

Like all metal finishing methods, Bonderizing

requires a clean surface and in both types of Bonder

izing installations, the proper cleaning and rinsing

equipment is usually included in the installation

plans. There are, of course, many detailed variations

to fit them to the physical and production require-

ments, but such variations are worked out in advanOl

b) the Parker technical staff.

The processing bath is prepared by mixing the

necessar) Bonderite Chemicals with water and either

immersing or mechanical Spraying the prodlM

for a sufficient time to transform the metal sir

to a phosphate coating. Time required is ffOfl

to five minutes, depending upon the method used

and type of product being treated



THE IMMERSION METHOD OF
BONDERIZING

THE immersion type of Bonderizing installation

consists of a simple still tank, fitted with suitable

equipment for heating the solution, in which the

production is dipped by means of racks, baskets, or

other similar devices, together with the necessary

complementary cleaning and rinsing tanks. It is

especially adapted to the needs of the manufacturer

whose production requirements are limited.

While the complete process is standardized so far

as procedure is concerned, there is no "standard"

style, size or shape of tank equipment. Each installa-

tion is engineered to fit the special production

requirements of the user.

The set-up for immersion Bonderizing will ordi-

narily include a heated tank for alkali cleaning, a

heated tank for clear water rinse, the Bonderizing

tank, followed by another hot water rinse and a final

hot chromic acid rinse. All units of the installation,

including cleaning, processing and rinsing are

usually placed in line so that one overhead track and

hoist will serve for all the tanks.

The Bonderizing tank should be insulated to con-

serve heat and fitted with heating units of sufficient

size to maintain the solution at 180 degrees F.

The processing bath is prepared by mixing the

concentrated Bonderite chemicals with water, in

which the cleaned production is immersed for a suf-

ficient length of time to produce the characteristic

phosphate coating. Two to five minutes is usual ly

sufficient, depending upon the type of metal being

treated.

As the chemical strength of the bath is depleted,

it is restored by the addition of Bonderite replenish-

ing chemical.

The amount of Bonderite required to bring the

bath back to normal chemical concentration is de-

termined by a simple titration test that is easily

accomplished by the operator.



SPRA-BONDERIZING

A— Production Entering

Cleaning Section

B— Alkaline Cleaning

C— Rinse

— Rinse

E — Spra-Bondermng Section

F— Clear Water Rinse

G—Acidified Rinse

LEGEND
H— Drying Oven

I—Tank forSpra-Bonderizing

Solution

J—Tank for replenishing of

Spra-Bonderizing solution

K — Bonder i zed Production

Leaving the Drying Oven,

Ready for Final Finish

ILLUSTRATION SHOWS THE COMPLETE SPRA-BOND-

ERIZING PROCESS FROM CLEANING TO DRYING.

Spra-Bonderizing equipment is particularh
well adapted to production of large \olume
and it will appeal to manufacturers whose rust-

proofing requirements are large and continuous

10
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FOR HIGH SPEED

MASS PRODUCTION

KEEPING in step with the modernization of mass

production industries, Spra-Bonderizing has

been developed to meet such mass production re-

quirements and is a great forward step in one of the

most advanced methods of stabilizing paint finishes

on iron, steel and zinc surfaces.

Spra-Bonderizing supersedes and replaces the

older conveyor system, whereby the production was

passed through a huge tank of processing solution.

Now processing is accomplished by spraying the

Bonderite solution onto the production as it passes

through different chambers on a completely mechan-

ized conveyor line, including cleaning, Bonderizing,

rinsing and drying.

Due to the short processing time, equipment re-

quirements are minimized, less floor space is needed,

and, by recirculating the solution, it is possible to

process a given amount of work with a smaller

volume of working solution.

As the work progresses on the conveyor line

through the various steps of cleaning, Spra-Bonder-

izing and rinsing, it passes a series of standpipes

equipped with spray nozzles through which the

solution is forced against the material from every

conceivable angle, flooding all areas to be treated.

The equipment is assembled in a steel housing with

reservoirs below, where solutions are accumulated,

ready for circulation. Control of the processing bath

is the same as that followed in the immersion

method.

While cleaning is not a part of the Spra-Bonderiz-

ing Process, yet, like all other metal-finishing pro-

cesses, a clean surface is necessary for satisfactory

results and cleaning is included in the set-up as one

of the normal operations in a completely mechanized

line. Rinsing is included, after cleaning; also after

the processing operation—after cleaning to make

sure that no foreign matter is carried into the Bon-

derizing section, and, after processing, to remove

any traces of processing solution prior to the chromic

acid rinse and drying.

Immediately following cleaning the production is

sprayed with Bonderizing solution. Reaction on the

metal is immediate. The size of the processing sec-

tion and speed of the conveyor are adjusted to allow

usually sixty seconds in the Bonderizing spray.

Normally, production passes immediately from the

Spra-Bonderizing section to dual rinsing, and then to

final finishing. To make sure that all moisture is

eliminated from seams, cracks and crevices, a dry-off

oven is included at the end of the line.

Automobile bodies on their

to Spra-Bonderizing.

Refrigerator cabinets entering the

^prd-Bondcn/mg MCI

Washing machine parts in the

Spra-Bonderizing Process.



WHERE BONDERIZING IS USED...

THE BONDERIZED CAR

WHILE Parker Processes are found to some
extent on practically every car made today,

there being some 1,100 Parker Processed parts on one
popular make, more than 90% of the cars produced
carry Bonderizing on their fenders and other sheet
metal parts. In fact, each year sees further extensive
use- of this protective process on a greater number of
parts as it is applied to bodies, hoods, mouldings
and wheels.

With the rapid increase in the use of Bonderizing
by the automobile companies, it is not surprising
that there should be a still greater increase in its use
on all types of automobile accessories. Once an auto-
mobile builder recognizes the value of Bonderizing,
he insists on similar protection by suppliers of acces-
sories such as wheels, lamps, horns, heaters, bumper
brackets and scores of smaller parts.

In addition, there are many accessory manufac-

turers who adopt Bonderizing, not to meet manu-

facturer's specifications, but as a sound quality fea-

ture of a well-manufactured product.

Of all the products to which Bonderizing is ap-

plied, none of them demonstrate its rugged char-

acter quite so forcefully as its use on the automobile.

Being in many cases continually exposed to the

weather and under the necessity of presenting a fine

finish appearance for a number of years, Bonderizing

provides better finish protection than can be secured

in any other way. After nearly ten years' experience

with the effects of Bonderizing, the dealer sells the

Bonderized car with the assurance that, barring acci-

dent, the owner will not be subjected to untimely

finish reconditioning expense.

12
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BONDERIZING
IN VARIED INDUSTRIES

AMONG the larger units to which Bonderizing is

^ applied are refrigerator cabinets, washing ma-

chines, medicine cabinets, sterilizing cabinets, out-

door display cabinets, grave vaults, gasoline pumps,

dental chairs and many others.

The conditions surrounding refrigerators are espe-

cially conducive to rust. Cold inside and warm out-

side induce condensation, unless perfect insulation

can be provided, which is not always the case. The

steaming, humid atmosphere of the kitchen or res-

taurant is especially corrosive. It seeks out and creeps

through microscopic openings in the finish and sets

up corrosion until the whole panel is affected. Bon-

derizing under the finish overcomes this difficulty.

The gasoline pump cabinet is benefitted by

Bonderizing for two reasons: To offset the effects of

constant weather exposure and to resist the action of

the various fumes to which the finish is subjected.

Bonderizing helps to reduce the cost of station main-

tenance and keeps pump equipment looking better

without frequent refinishing.

The considerable list of Bonder ite users is being

extended rapidly. It is finding its way into the finish-

ing lines of many varied industries, helping to main-

tain finish appearance and cut down complaints be-

cause of rusty products.

It is ever opening market possibilities for some-

products, such as in the case of zinc die castings

—

by permitting highly durable paint-type finish—so

that they can now be assembled into a complete

product, where such finish of the die cast parts is

necessary from an appearance standpoint.

Additional products on which Bonderizing is pro-

viding protection from rust are:

Advertising signs

Airplane parts

Bicycles

( akulating machines

Clothes hampers

Dish washing machines

Hospital beds

Ice cream freezers

Filing equipment

License plates

Loose-leaf binder metal

Milk separator pans

Bottle coolers

Refrigerated display cabinets

Road signs

Steel furniture

Soap dispensers

Thermostats

Signaling devices

>w itchboards

Tool boxes

T\ pevs r iters

Vacuum cleaners

Vending machines

Washing machines

Waste haskets

Water coolers

V

i
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BONDERI7.ING ON
ARCHITECTURAL MATERIAL

i

II
r

BATH ROOM
CABINETS

I

STEEL WINDOWS

METER AND
CONTROL BOXES

- 1 "
-

WINDOW SCREEN FRAMES

TN most cases it is possible to buy iron or steel
A building equipment with Bonderizing applied as
part of standard finishing practice. It is now used in
the mass production finishing systems of most of the
Leaders in the manufacture of steel windows, also by
makers of air conditioning equipment, medicine
cabinets, switch and meter boxes, window screens,
elevator cabs, steel partitions, as well as galvanized
sheets, from which eare troughs, doors and display
racks are made.

The desirabilit) of Bonderizing on metal that is

BO be exposed to weather or inside moisture and
humidiq is a well known fact In actual salt spraj
tests on thousands of test pieces, it is found that
Bonderizing increases the effectiveness of paint coat-
ings anywhere from three to five times, depending
upon the type Of paint and method of applica-
tion. It presents untimeh rust and reduces the
CO* a! upkeep and better appearance is maintained.
Manufacturers of architectural products will find
this a strong selling point.

A few outstanding manufacturers o

products using Bonderizing:

STEEL WINDOWS
Campbell Metal Window Corp.

f Architectural

Baltimore, Md.

Detroit, Mich.Detroit Steel Products Co.

Fentron Steel Works, Inc. Seattle, Wash
Soule Steel Co.

J. S. Thorn Co.

San Francisco, Calif.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Truscon Steel Co.

STEEL SCREEN FRAMES
Chamberlain Metal Weatherstrip Co
Johnson Metal Products Co.

BATHROOM CABINETS
Paries Manufacturing Co.
Hess Warming & Ventilating I

AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT
Airtemp, Inc.

Standard Air Conditioning Co
York Ice Machinery I

STEEL PARTITION
Martin Parry Corp.

PAINTGRIP G U.VANIZ1 D 5H1 I IS
American Rolling Mill I

Youngstow n. Ohio

I tetroic, Mich.

I ne. Pa.

Decatur, III

( bicago, IN

Da>ton, Ohio

New EUxfaelle, N \

Yort

Middlecowa Ohio

14



LABORATORY TESTS

THAT PROVE EFFECTIVENESS
I" TSUALLY the manufacturer with a metal finish-

^-^ ing problem involving the stabilizing of paint,

enamel or lacquer, requires immediate action. Al-

most always the need for a solution of his problem

is such that he is unable to await the result of tests

of prospective finishes or processes under atmos-

pheric conditions.

To meet this condition, various accelerated labora-

tory tests have been devised to create in a matter of

days the effects that might require years of weather-

ing to produce. While there are many different tests

for checking the comparative resistance of various

coatings, the salt spray and humidity tests have been

widely adopted by industry in checking enamels

and lacquers.

The salt spray test is accomplished by exposing

the test pieces to a mist of a 20% solution of ordinary

salt. The breakdown of the test piece is usually

characterized by the flaking of the finish from in-

creasingly large areas as the test progresses.

The humidity test is accomplished by subjecting

the test pieces to 100% humidity at temperature of

100 degrees F. The breakdown of the test pieces is

indicated by the blistering of the paint film.

The Soak test consists of immersing the samples in

water, maintained at 100 F.

In order to visualize for the interested investigator

the value of Bonderizing as a base for various paint

finishes, as compared to other methods of preparing

metal for painting, charts of several different acceler-

ated tests are included herewith, showing a carefully

kept record of results. These are authentic tests which

can be demonstrated any time for any manufacturer,

either on testing panels or on samples of actual

production.

SALT SPRAY TEST

Two Coal's Baked Enamel

Result of a salt spray test on two

panels, one of which was Bonder-

ized and the other given an ordi-

nary alkali cleaning, each finished

with one rubber coat of baked

enamel and one coat of baked

finish enamel. The Bonderized

panel remained in good condition

for nearly 500 hours, while the

finish on the non-Bonderized piece

was completely destroyed in a trifle

over 500 hours.

PARKER RUST-PROOF COMPANY
TESTING LABORATORY

TEST SALT SPRAY

NUMBER OF PANELS TESTEO-

TIME IN 23 HOUR UNITS

DATE-

REQUISITION NO

\

\
I GGEND Ol 51 MlOlS I IMP \ Ml I'llUI

X
I

In (he -.alt

1 recorded i

sprav teM ih c degree of lailur<

X

s
\
\

rm-jiuri-ment •> ol the amount til CTCCMCC
of the paint him iwjv from the KfMcbeS.
A II test panels arc icraicbed before heme,

.ill ipra\ ICStcd and U each inspection tht\ s

amount of treepj^t- i> determined h> the

distance that ihe patm film can he pecJct^
^>

•^
L

o ff the metal and i»Ji from the it ratch

V
k

"s

METAL TREATMENT:- Boodsrlzsd Metal
Alkali Cleaned Metal

FINAL FINISH:- 0NK BAKED RUBBER COAT ENAMEL
ONE EAKED PIWISH COAT



SALT SPRAY
TEST

Typical Refrigerator

Finish

Test on panels, one Bonder-

ized and one acid cleaned.

The Bonderized piece was

in good condition at the end

of 700 hours, while the one

not Bonderized showed defi-

nite deterioration at less

than 100 hours.

PARKER RUST-PROOF COMPANY
TESTING LABORATORY

TE T-SALT SPRAY

NIH 3ER OF PANELS TESTED-

DATE-

REQUISITION NO.

TIME IN 50 HOUR UNITS
2 3*5 6 7 8 B lO 2 13 14 15 16 17 9 20

"^^

LEGEND OF SYMBOLS USED IN REPORT:

*N
V

In the salt spray test the degree of failur

is recorded in terms of fractions of incht

and the symbols .1". .2". etc., are th

measurements of the amount of creepag
of the paint film av\a\ from the scratche

All test panels are scratched before bein

salt spray tested and at each inspection th

amount of Creepage is determined by th

distance that the paint film can be peele

e

s

e
,

I 1

g
e

e

d

.

SYMBOLS EXPLAINED ON REVERSE 6IPE

•1ETAL TREATMENT:-

FINAL FINISH:-

Ronderlzed Metal

Acid Cleaned Metal

TYPICAL REFRIGHSATOR FINISH

PARKER RUST-PROOF COMPANY
TESTING LABORATORY

TEST:- HWCTDITY TEST

NUMBER OF PANELS TESTED- 6

TIME IN 100 HOUR UNITS

DATE-

REQUISITION NO.

i 2 3 3 8 7 • 'O 11 12 13 14 15

OM ^™

:
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i < ^ —*
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Q
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-s« i 1
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1 1 < 1

Acid ~:«l-»<j Metal

FINAL FINISH- TYPICAL RHTTd^ •

HUMIDITY

TEST

Typical Refrigerator

Finish

Test on panels, one Bonder-

ized and one acid cleaned

Bonderized sample showed

only slight deterioration at

the end of 1200 hours,

while finish on non-Bonder-

ized panel was practical I \

destroyed.



PARKER RUST-PROOF COMPANY
TESTING LABORATORY

TEST:- SOAK TEST DATE-

NUMBER OF PANELS TESTED- fl REQUISITION NO.

TIME IN 100 HOUR UNITS
2 3 4 5 8 7 8 tO 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 1© 20

"
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METAL TREATMENT:- Bonaerized Metal
Acid Cleaned Metal

FINAL FINISH:- TYPICAL R??FTtI m^TOR FINISH

SOAK TEST
Typical Refrigerator

Finish

Test on panels, one Bonder-

ized and one acid cleaned.

Bonderized sample showed

good condition up to 1100

hours, while non-Bonder-

ized sample began precipi-

tous breakdown at about

250 hours.

SALT SPRAY
TEST

One Coat Baked

Primer

Three Coats Black

Lacquer

Test on two panels, one

Bonderized and one alkali

cleaned. Bonderized piece

was in good condition at

450 hours, while finish was

definitely broken on non-

Bonderized piece at 125

hours.

PARKER RUST-PROOF COMPANY
TESTING LABORATORY

TEST-SALT SPRAY

NUMBER OF PANELS TESTEO-

OATE-

REOUISITION NO
TIME IN 25 HOUR UNITS

METAL TREATMENT-

FINAL FINISH-

Bonderliod Metal

Alkali Claaned Metal

ONE COAT BAKED PRIMER

THREE COATS BIACE LACQUER
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SALT SPRAY
TEST

One Coat Baked

Enamel

Test on three samples, one

Bonderized metal, one de-

greaser cleaned and one

acid cleaned. Bonderized

piece was in perfect condi-

tion at 480 hours, while

non-Bonderized acid-cleaned

sample showed almost im-

mediate deterioration. Fin-

ish on degreased sample be-

gan to show effect of test at

about 70 hours.

PARKER RUST-PROOF COMPANY
TESTING LABORATORY

TES SALT SPRAY DATE-

NUM ER OF PANELS TESTED- REQUISITION NO.

TIME IN 25 HOUR UNITS
1 2

1

3 A 3 € 7 e 9 1 O 1 1

1

2 13 4 13 1 6 7 10 19 20

>» \
"S.

H^ LEGEND OE SYMBOLS USED IN REPORT:
"*+

In the salt sprav test the degree of failureX is recorded in terms of fractions of inches

K V and the symbols .1 . .2'. etc., art the

X^ \ measurement*, of ihe amount of creepage

X \ f the paint film awav from the scratches.

X, \ All test paneK are scratched before being

\ 1 \ salt spray tested and at each inspection the

\ > amount ot creepagt is determined by the

\ ^. distance that the paint film can be peeled

\ \ off the metal and iw*} from the scratch.

X \
\
-V

!MM
SYMBOLS EXPLAINED ON HE *E«SE SIDE

HETAL TREATMENT:

FINAL FINISH-

Sonderized Metal

Acid Cleaned Metel

Degreeaer Clear.ed Vetal

0!E COAT hjj^d txuksl

PARKER RUST-PROOF COMPANY
TESTING LABORATORY

test scaj: t

number of panels tested-

12 3 4 3

DATE-

REQUISITION NO
TIME IN 25 HOUR UNITS

7 8 9 lO II 12 13 14 13 16 17 IS IB 20

\
V
\

\
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\

\
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METAL TREATMENT -

FINAL FINISH

Bonderized Ketal
Acid Cleaned Metal

-»ier Cleared Metal

:at BAKED WU

SOAK TEST
One Coat Baked

Enamel

Test on three sampler HOC

Bonderized, one degreaser

cleaned and one acid cleaned.

Finish on Bonderized sample

perfect at 500 hours, while

both competing samples

hadl> blistered at 500 hours.



RESULTS OF SALT SPRAY TEST

PHOTOGRAPHS of

A two test panels given

typical refrigerator fin-

ish and subjected to salt

spray (20% solution! fol

more than ^00 hours.

Panels and finishing are

identical except that the

test panel at the left was

acid cleaned, while the

panel at the right was

Bonderued before finish

mg.

m.
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RESULTS OF WATER-SOAK TEST

"PHOTOGRAPH of

two panels subjeaed

to soaking in plain tap

water maintained at a

temperature of 100 de-

grees F. Both panels were

given typical refrigerator

finish. The non-Bonder-

ized piece at left indi-

cated very bad blistering

at the end of 700 hours.

20



SUB-TROPICAL EXPOSURE TEST

T)HOTOGRAPH of

*- small sections of

panels exposed to sub-

tropical atmosphere for

six months, to visualize

the resistance of the

paint to corrosive atmos-

pheric conditions.

The section at the top

was not Bonderized be-

fore finishing and dem-

onstrates the develop-

ment and creepage of

alkali under the enamel,

as described on page

six. The lower panel

was Bonderized before

finishing, and shows the

greater resistance to alka-

line development.

Enlargement six times.

M
j %^
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RESULTS OF EIGHTEEN MONTHS
WEATHERING TEST

T 7ARIOUS circumstances make it necessary

to quickly determine the durability of

paint finishes over metal surfaces. In addition

to the various accepted accelerated tests, such

as the Salt Spray, Humidity and Soak tests,

outdoor exposure tests are made.

Next to actual service tests, outdoor exposure

tests are the most reliable for estimating the

durability, or useful life of paint films. They

approximate as nearly as possible the actual

scr\ ice conditions in which the paint films are

rally used.

i painted panels exposed in this test were

purposel) scratched with a sharp instrument,

exposing .1 a of the base metal

and placed in tesi racks at Miami, Florida, at

angle, facing south The exposure lasted

is months and the illustrations attached arc

photographs taken aftei the test was completed.

h will be noted thai the Bonderized pieces are

sull in j;ooii condition, while the finishes on

other samples show more or less fail

J.
Figui

22
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TESTING BONDERIZING ON
HOT ROLLED STEEL SASH

Figure No. 1

Figure No. 2

u

AT7TITH the increasing use of steel sash,

the use of Bonderizing has been ex-

tended to include the effective treatment of

hot or cold rolled steel from which most

of this type of product is made.

Finishes on steel sash must successfully

resist both outdoor exposure and humidity.

Bonderizing provides resistance to both of

these hazards through greatly improved ad-

hesion of the paint and by protecting the

metal from the moisture that may pene-

trate the paint film.

The illustrations at the left show how

primer painted sections reacted to acceler-

ated humidity and salt spray tests. Figures

No. 1 and No. 2 show the comparative

resistance to humidity of a Bonderized sec-

tion (No. 1) and a section primed over bare

metal (No. 2). Both tested for the same

length of time. Figures No. 3 and No. 4

show the results of a salt spray test on

similar sections, one of which was Bonder-

ized (No. 3) while No. 4 was primer painted

over bare metal. Both tested for the same

length of time.

Figure No. 4
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BONDERIZING ZINC SURFACES
AS A BASE FOR PAINT FINISHES

el Bon-

on after

•-tropical

nonths.

Galvanized panel identi-
cal with panel at left, ex-
cept that it was not Bon-
derized before applying
the lacquer. The finish
has definitely failed after

18 months exposure.

WHILE Bonderizing was originally

designed to produce a rust-inhibit-

ing phosphate coating on iron and steel

only, as an integral paint base, it has been

perfected to such an extent that the same

corrosion resisting and paint holding

qualities can be extended to galvanized,

galvannealed, zinc alloy and cadmium

surfaces.

Thus it becomes possible in all Bonder-

izing installations to treat entirely fer-

rous metal production, entirely zinc,

galvanized, galvannealed or cadmium sur-

faced production, or any percentage mix-

ture of these metals.

There are no variations necessary in

technique or formula, except as to pro-

cessing time. Ferrous metal processing

time remains the same, according to the

type of production being treated, but in

the case of zinc surfaces the processing

time for all types of installations is from

one to five minutes, varying with the

type of production treated.

Recent wide development of zinc alloy

and zinc surfaced products, to which

paint, enamel or lacquer are to be ap-

plied, widens the scope of utility of

Parker Processes and greatly extends

their field of useful service.
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T70R many years industry has been handicapped in

the application of paint to die- cast /inc allovs,

or zinc coated articles for the reason that /inc salts

form under the paint, either through reaction be-

tween the atmosphere and /inc when the paint film

is broken, or through reaction of the inured ic-nts of

the paint itself, causing lack of adhesion and [kt-

mittmg the paint to [>ecl off

Where paint finishes on zin< surfaces were essen

tial, it w.ts common practice (<> expoee the iincoated

/iih to weathering <>r acid etching, permitting oxi

d.niofi of the /inc surface This provided i f.tirlv

suitable base for paint ,is the compounds formed

prevented further reaction I he slowness oJ ihfl

ithermg method il ••" obvious handle |p

It untreated /inc surfaces iff painted and the pout

him Liter bCCOmCI broken m am wo. iluniuil

ictioa quick!) begins between the exposed

and the itlBOtphefi I his reaction rapiJlv extends,

even under the surrounding paint, liter dK pushing

of the h n i s h tod ^n uneightl) product «> the result

The increasing use- ol KUK allov die castings for

produCtl requiring paint, enamel or lacquer, de-

mands a faster, more efficient methoei of preparing

the surt. ice tor leceh ing the fin il Enisfa w eatb

is too ilon end painting ovei en untreated nifface

is inctfec five

1 he improved Honden/m. OttTJ

well adapted to ptoi iding i paint holding

rOeiOfl resistm.

tor this purpose i
t'XU nded

,,,ni galvanne ded iheea from which

ire t ibru

Bonderizing > m

iio<

KUttl

applied "» p •

l hh

uve me f .! p

I Irs w.

thai hive



BUILDING ACCEPTANCE FOR I

FOR many years Parker Processes

have been consistently advertised

in the largest, best read magazines.

Millions of consumers have seen Parker

advertising in the Saturday Evening

Post, Colliers, Time, and other na-

tional magazines until Parker Pro-

cesses have become synonymous with

rust-proofing in the minds of buyers of

automobiles, household equipment, of-

fice equipment, electrical devices, and
hundreds of other articles on which
rust is apt to affect operating efficiency

and finish appearance.

With this continuous sales and ad-

vertising effort, widespread knowledge
of the value of Parker Processes is be-

ing indelibly impressed upon the

minds of everyone who uses iron or

steel and is creating a preference for

this type of rust-proofing, which be-

comes more and more valuable to all

manufacturers who are using Bonder-
izing in their finishing operations.

Through this national advertising,

the buying public is being made "rust-

conscious" and is developing a greater

apprec iation of the quality appeal. It is

giving point and value to the manu-
facturer's statement: "This produ
protected from rust by the Parker

\



ill BONDERIZED PRODUCTS

I

IN addition to the consumer adver-

tising on Parker Processes, the

Parker rust-proofing message is carried

every month to hundreds of thousands

of producers in scores of industries by

a considerable list of trade papers, as

well as the PARKERIZER, a special

house organ that is sent each month to

more than 20,000 individuals. This not

only informs the prospective user of

Parker Processes, of their merits, but it

also informs industrial buyers who
purchase fabricated parts for their own
output and who require rust-proof fin-

ishes on the equipment they purchase.

Both manufacturers and consumers

know and appreciate the extra quality

that Parker Processes provide. For

more than a generation they have been

educated in the extra service that may
be expected of the Parker-protected

product. The matter of rust prevention

by phosphate coatings produced by the

Parker Processes has been made the

subject of scientific bulletins, technical

addresses and classroom instruction.

Whether your customers are consum-

ers or industrial users, rust-proofing

and finish durability are tangible, con-

structive features that indicate careful,

conscientious building in all details.

Parker Processes give the product a

selling advantage over competing lines

that are less carefully finished.

With this continuous barrage of in-

formative advertising coming to the

attention of the buying public—to en-

gineers, architects, maintenance men,
merchandising managers or the house-

wife who buys home equipment, the

manufacturer who uses the Parker Pro-

cess presents this extra feature to an
informed audience that knows and
fully appreciates the extra rust-free

service that can be expected of the

Parker-protected equipment that is of-

fered for consideration.
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NUFACTURERS FEATURE VALUE OF K

in

CATALOGS, SALES

MANUALS, DISPLAY,

PUBLICATION

ADVERTISING

AND BY RADIO

TN addition to complete descriptions

*» of all the mechanical features of

their products, many manufacturers

regard finishes as one of the most im-

portant items. Finish is the first thing
the prospective buyer sees and the way
it lasts and maintains fine appearance
and adequate protection is vital. Finish

quality may make or lose the sale.

For this reason many manufacturers
make use of Parker protected finish as

an outstanding sales and advertising

feature. Producers have found that

prospective buyers are impressed with
this added quality and take special

pains to see that they are informed of
this unseen value.

Many of us have seen the paint,

enamel or lacquer chip and peel off our
prized possessions, because the manu-
facturer failed to provide a rust-pre-

venting paint base- for his final finish,

all of which could have been avoided
had the manufacturer taken proper
precautions in surface preparation he-

tore the finish was applied.
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BONDERIZING IN THEIR ADVERTISING

<9,

UNLIKE many other qualities

which are in plain sight and sub-

ject to demonstration in most cases,

the rust inhibiting value of the Bon-

derizing is hidden and depends upon

the salesman or advertising literature

to bring it to the prospect's attention.

So important is this regarded by

many manufacturers that they devote

space in their catalogs, booklets and

folders to the item of rust-proof fin-

ishes. In some cases special advertising

pieces are devoted entirely to the mat-

ter of rust-proofing. Others make a

considerable point of it in their publi-

cation advertising.

Bonderizing, especially, is an invisi-

ble quality that must be exploited to be

of greatest sales and advertising value

and the smart salesman can make it a

distinct selling aid, if he will take

pains to bring it to the prospect's at-

tention. Knowing this, manufacturers

devote chapters or sections in their

sales manuals to the merits of their

Bonderized finish. Whether the sales-

man is a factory representative, or the

man on the firing line selling the goods

over the counter or on the sales floor,

he finds this to be a big help to him.

In addition to being a factor in

product improvement, protection from

rust by Bonderizing gives the sales

department a selling and advertising

advantage.
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THE PARKER ORGANIZATION AND
HOW IT SERVES ITS CUSTOMERS

THE Bonderizing Chemical is supplied in con-
centrated form, which, when mixed with water,

produces the Bonderizing solution. The Bonderizing
Chemical is the result of exhaustive research in our
own laboratories and practical application to actual
production, and contains every element necessary to
making a highly efficient rust-proofing solution.

We sell our patented materials for processing all
articles manufactured by you, including such goods
as you may purchase elsewhere and sell as your
product, or license you under our process claims.

You are privileged to discontinue operating the
process at any time without cause. Our materials are
supplied at prices and on terms established by us

h prices and terms are uniform and without
discrimination among all users.

With all the essential ingredients for renewing
the processing bath combined in a single, ready-
mixed compound, the operator deals with only two
elements, the Bonderizing Chemical and water
Which reduces the DOSSibilitj of error to the absolute
minimum.

As the Parker Processes are used on scores of differ-
ent products in varied equipment from small still
tanks to huge conveyor equipment, an engineering
staff ts maintained to help the prospective user install
the type that will be best adapted to his production
requirements.

Quite frequently installations are of such s.Ve as
to require engineering service, hoth in locating the
equipment and the development of economical time-
saving methods.

This department has had experience in the layoutand operation of scores of rust-proofing p,ants , both
large and small. The staff ,s in porition to make
Suggestions and furnish blueprint, for idea, plantlayout, or to design special equipmeo, for t„ehandhng of matena, „f ou.-of-the-ord.nary sha^-

If the customers requirements are in any way
complicated, careful engineering data will be col-

lected, and operating and floor plans will be worked
out, based on practical experience in the installation

of efficient and economical equipment in actual

operation.

Once the process is installed in the manufacturer's

production line, it becomes subject to periodical

checking by expert practical operators from the

Parker staff. This is a continuing free service pro-

vided to assure the manufacturer the greatest possi-

ble benefit from the rust-proofing operation.

These checks are made at the convenience of the

owner, for the purpose of making sure of the oper-

ator's complete understanding of the process and
offering suggestions, if necessary, in regard to proper

cleaning and the best methods of processing varied

production and to check heating and maintenance of

the solution, as well as observing final finishing

methods.

As these service men visit hundreds of processing

installations during a year, they have accumulated a

fund of metal cleaning, processing and finishing

information that is invaluable to the operator whose
opportunities for varied experience are limited.

Their knowledge of short-cuts and experience in

meeting especially difficult or obscure finishing con-

ditions is available to the user of Bonderizing. They
have had experience with practically every type of

product and, should new problems arise, or a new
application develop, they can intelligently outline

proper procedure.

Parker service does not end with the sale of the

process and installation of equipment, but follows

through as long as the manufacturer makes use of it.

While this service is regular routine so far as periodic

checking is concerned, it is available at a moment's
notice in case quick assistance is required. It is insur-

ance to the customer that he will gel the greatest

possible service from his rust-proofing investment.
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Parker Research chemises

are working constantly in

the development and im-

provement ol rust-proof-

ing methods.

( hemical plant <>f tin

Parker Rust Ptf I I

pany, near Detl
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THE PARKcR LABORATORIES . . .

«*.

I'. irk. h ( he ** modern

^orator) facility lilable to Parker
customers tor checking the work done in theif

own plants or determining the value of proposed

changes in finishing rout

34
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• I FOR TESTING AND RESEARCH

BACK of the sales and service divisions, a labora-

tory set-up is maintained for three purposes

—

the control of raw materials that go into the produc-

tion of Parker chemicals, testing the efficiency of

results obtained by Parker chemicals and research

for the development and improvement of Parker

Processes.

In addition to this elaborate laboratory equipment

Parker has facilities for applying all their processes

under actual production conditions, as well as testing

devices with which to determine the comparative

rust-resistance of the coatings produced. This work

is handled by practical finishing experts and trained

technicians.

After giving the product its standard finish, it is

then subjected to various scientific accelerated tests,

beside any other type of finish with which compari-

son is to be made. These accelerated tests reveal in

days what it might take years of actual weathering

to find out.
• • •

The testing laboratories are of the utmost interest

to the Parker customer and are concerned entireU

with the problem of proving the value of finishes

produced through the use of the Parker Processes,

in their actual or prospective applications.

Of the several accelerated tests used in checking

finishes on metal, the salt spray takes a prominent

part and large capacity is prov ided for this purpose.

This room will accommodate large units, such as

refrigerator cabinets, automobile fenders, as vvell as

scores of smaller items at one time. As tests ma]

cover a 25 to 30-day period, the accumulation of

pieces under observation may be considerable.

The proper testing of paint, enamel or Lacquei

finishes requires exposure to humidit) ai^\ there is a

large testing room available for this purpose. This

laboratory' is also fitted with a paint sprav booth, as

well as an electricalK heated, thermostaticall) con-

trolled, high temperature baking oxen tor drying

paini finishes over Parker COatingS, preparat. »rv tO

testing.

The research laboratories, with theii complett

equipment and stafl m trained chemists arc devoted

to the improvement of Parker Processes and to the

development of new rust-proofing methods that will

be of benefit to industrj As improvements arc m tdi

i„ processing methods, an5
advantages discos

are immed .atelv passed 00 tO the users o( ParltCI

Processes.
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HOW PARKER CHEMICALS
ARE PACKED AND SHIPPED

VtTTITHOUT any modifications or chemical addi-

tions, the Parker Processing chemicals con-

tain every element essential to making highly ef-

ficient rust-proofing solutions.

The high concentration of these chemicals per-

mits packing a large amount of rust-proofing energy

in a comparatively small container, thus reducing

storage facilities and freight costs to a minimum.

The freight classification is "IRON AND STEEL

RUST-PREVENTING COMPOUND," which has

the benefit of a commodity freight rate.

All Parker chemicals are packed in strong, non-

returnable barrels.
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PARKER PROCESSES

ARE IN WORLD-WIDE USE

FOREIGN ASSOCIATES WHO ARE PREPARED

TO FURNISH PARKER SERVICE

PARKER Processes are not only in use all over the

organization, with associated companies in every

fabricated.

These associated foreign companies are prepared

chemicals for the development of the rust-proofing so

the manufacturer who may not want to install equip

All of them are prepared to furnish a technical ad

the Parker Processes:

United States, but are available through a world-wide

important industrial country where iron and steel are

to provide equipment for rust-proofing installations,

lutions or furnish a jobbing rust-proofing service for

ment of his own.

visory service for the benefit of prospective users of

PARIS, FRANCE

LONDON, ENGLAND

TOKYO, JAPAN

ISAKA, JAPAN

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

Societe Continentale Parker,

42 Rue Chance-Milly, Clichy

{Seine).

The Pyrene Co., Ltd., Great

West Road, Brentford,

Middlesex.

Nihon Parkerizing, Kabushiki

Kaisha, 37 1-Chome, Minami

Rokugo, Kamata-Ku.

Nippon Parkerizing Co., Ltd.,

331 Mitezimacho Nishi,

Yodagawa Ku.

Parkerizing-Bonderizing-Rust-

Proofing, Ltd., Harwood 5-7

O'Connell St.

MELBOURNE,
AUSTRALIA

PRAGUE, CZECHO-
SLOVAKIA

AUCKLAND, N. Z.

OSLO, NORWAY

COPENHAGEN,
DENMARK

FRANKFURT,
GERMANY

Harvey Shaw, Successor* ( D. &
W. Chandler, Ltd.),

560 Lonsdale St., Melbourne, CI.

Prageoferra A. S. Cernokos-

telecka 1220 XIII, Strasnice.

British Australian Lead Mfg..

New Zealand, Ltd., 113-115

Albert St., P. O. Box 811.

Hoist & Fleischer, Toldbogt *.

Rustbestkyttende Parker Pat-

enter, 14 Fredrichschome

Havenevj.

Metallgesellschaft, Brocken-

heimer Anlage 45.
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WHERE LOCAL PARKER SERVICE

IS AVAILABLE
POR the benefit of manufacturers whose need for the Parker Processes may be limited or

intermittent, jobbing metal finishing plants are located at important commercial centers where
the greater part of the iron and steel products of the country are produced. No matter where
you are located you are only a few hours distant from adequate Parker service.

BALTIMORE, MD.

BOSTON, MASS.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

CANTON, OHIO

CHICAGO, ILL.

CINCINNATI, OHIO

CLEVELAND, OHIO

DAYTON, OHIO

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

EVANSVILLE, IND.

HOUSTON, TEXAS

KANSAS CITY, MO.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Federal Tin Company, Inc.,
Parkerizing Dept., Charles and
Barre Sts.

Rust-Proofing & Metal Finish-
ing Corp., Commercial Ave
and Binney St., Cambridge A.

Parker Rust-Proof Co. of Buf-
falo, Inc., 1095 Niagara Street.

G. C. Reiter

Western Rust-Proof Co, 2139
Walnut St.

The Stolle Corporation, 227-
241 W. McMicken.

Parker Rust-Proof Co. of Cleve-
land, 2617 E. 76th St.

Dayton Rust-Proofing Co., 7^6
N. Main St.

Parker-Wolverine Co,
5203 Martin Ave.

Evansville Plating Works

Wilson Electrical Equipment
Co., 2009 Capitol Ave.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Republic Welding Co., Inc.,

305 East College St.

Wacho Mfg. Co.,
3048 W. Galena.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Superior Plating & Rust-Proof-
ing Co., East Hennepin Ave. at

7th St. S. E.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Bar-Rusto Plating Corp.
Locust St.

1808

a'i

A'j Pt
r

,

ke
f
i2in£ Co- 8205Alameda Blvd.

Pyrene Manufacturing Co., 560
Belmont Ave., Newark, N. J.

Philadelphia Rust-Proof Co.,

3229 Frankford Ave.

United States Chromium Co.,

Pitt and Wallace Sts., Wilkins-
burg Station.

Pittsburgh Electro Galvanizing
Co., 5th St. and Penna.
R.R., Sharpsburg.

Mid-West Rust-Proof Co.,
2110-12 Walnut St.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. Best & Company, 2006 Clement
Ave., Alameda.

™ ANADA
ONTARI°' Fairgrieve * Son, 50 Dover-CANADA

cour, Road

TORRINGTON, CONN. Turner & Seymour Company.
Parkerizing Department.



HOW WE FIT BONDERIZING

INTO YOUR FINISHING SYSTEM

1 FTER studying the preceding data in this book,

*^ you may have reached the conclusion that

Bonderizing will give your products the desired pro-

tection, add a quality that will aid sales, and enhance

other outstanding features.

While you may already know considerable about

Bonderizing from reading, and possibly seeing it in

operation in other plants, you will naturally want to

make a more complete investigation as to how it

will fit into your finishing routine as well as how it

will affect your product, and get some estimate oi

the cost of operation.

Negotiations will move faster, and a more con-

clusive opinion can be furnished if samples of your

unfinished production can be sent to us for demon-

stration purposes. Immediately upon receipt of these

samples a competent engineer will give jour prob-

lem careful study.

This will enable us to give you definite sugges-

tions, either personally or by mail, that will apply

to your finishing problems. With this data before us,

we can more intelligently recommend the type of

equipment that will best meet your needs.

If your information indicates that vour require-

ments are large or complicated, detailed engineering

data will be furnished, showing the complete lay-

outs and arrangement of the necessarv units to

handle your particular type of production

[f goes without saving that this more complete

investigation costs you nothing. There is no obliga-

tion. This is a part Of our sales service

Your finishing executives are invited to be present

When vour samples are processed, to observe how

these, as well as other products, are treated W e will

arrange comparative durability tests in our labor.,

tor.es, to demonstrate the effectiveness ol Bonder./

mg as applied to vour product tor comparison with

samples finished b) youi regular svstcm

Alter a complete investigation. ,t yOU decide to

install Bonderizing, yOU will be entitled to the same

supervisory service that follows everv Parker installa-

tion, insuring initial successful treatment as well as

continuous!) successful operation.
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jy ONDERIZING is a fast and highly efficient

process for applying a rust inhibiting

paint base on many types of products. There is

another Parker Process that is applicable to a

wide variety of articles, which still further

extends the Parker service.

Parkerizing, the original Parker Process, is

improved and modernized to meet today's in-

dustrial conditions. It is the evolution of a

process that has been used by American indus-

try for nearly a quarter of a century. It has

become a standard method of finishing for rust

control b\ scores of industries, both large and

small, wherever iron and steel are fabricated.

Parkerizing is also a chemical conversion

process, whereby the surfaces of iron or steel

are changed to an insoluble phosphate coating

that is highly resistant to corrosion when com-

bined with stain, oil and wax finishes. It is

especially adapted to treating forgings, cast-

ings, stampings, screw machine and wire

products, on which paint finishes arc not neces-

sary or desirable.

Parkerizing has a broad field, because of its

simplicity, economy, adaptability and rust-

proofing efficiency. Its pleasing deep black

color harmonizes with most mechanical assem-

blies, or may be painted when desired.

PARKER RUST PROOF COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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